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Virtual Desktops
Isolate your environment with Dispel Desktops as a Service

Whether you need to do traceless competitive research or provide looking-
glass access to protected resources, Dispel can customize a Virtual Desktop 
deployment (VDI) to meet your needs and budget. Our deployment engine 
is equipped with advanced scheduling and reservation capabilities designed 
to save on both cloud costs and administrative overhead.

Daily Patching
Desktops are built with the latest 
security patches and antivirus software.

Isolation from Local Host
Virtual Desktops are segmented from 
the user’s local computer.

Support Multi-Factor Auth
Desktop instances can be deployed 
with additional layers of authentication.

Simple, Fast, On-Demand
Desktops are easy to connect to and 
feel just like a user’s normal computer.
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Reserving and Launching 
Virtual Desktops

1. Securely Access the Stockpile Interface
The user accesses the stockpile interface via a URL 
concealed by a Dispel Portal Proxy. Portal proxies 
may be restricted to allow-list specific IP addresses 
through the Mangement Console.

2. Reserve & Launch a VDI
Once logged in, the user may reserve a virtual 
desktop and launch it directly from the stockpile 
interface. 

3. Work
Virtual desktops work and feel just like the user’s 
traditional desktops, and may be customized with 
any applications.
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Secure Patent Review
Shy Therapeutics uses Enclaves to 
securely discuss their discoveries 
and draft patents for their IP. When 
they need to provide an external 
partner with temporary access to 
their data, they let them in through 
a Virtual Desktop.

This model ensures that Shy can 
efficiently work with partners 
without fearing their partner will 
inappropriately copy or exfiltrate IP.

“Dispel segmented our laboratory 
environments quickly, and met our 
secure communications requirements to 
keep everyone connected.”

Yaron, CEO of Shy Therapeutics

Access any data without creating an attack profile

VDIs enable you to decide the means through which someone will access 
your sensitive business data, and ensure the security posture of that 
environment. Whether you are trying to defend our elections, finalize an 
M&A deal, or provide read-only access to the next blockbuster script, Dispel 
VDIs can help.

Monitor Everything
Our VDIs can have all of their logs 
pushed to a central monitoring 
system to help identify any 
inappropriate actions.

Control Access
Have complete control over 
which users can reserve deployed 
desktops, and for how long those 
desktops remain active.

Securely Interact with 
Sensitive Data
Access resources protected within 
an associated Enclave without 
exposing those systems to the 
outside world.

Secure Data Access
Virtual Desktop Use Case

Scale Alongside 
Your Team
Up to 1,000 employees can work 
together on a single project. 
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The highest level of discretion.

Metadata tells the world a lot about your company. Dispel VDIs disassociate 
you and your online actions. Using VDIs, you can safely research competitors, 
inspect your supply chains, or explore potential investment opportunities 
without risking burn-back and retaliation.

Unattributable Internet Access
Virtual Desktop Use Case

Burn After Use
Users can destroy desktops after 
use, and administrators can ensure 
fresh desktops with fresh profiles 
and new IP addresses are built 
every day.

Retributionless Research

No Wasted Licenses Simple, Fast, On-Demand

Perform traceless research on 
competitors, supply chains, and 
international partners.

Pay only for real usage. Fresh desktop instances can be 
deployed in over 150 global data 
centers and are available either 
in-browser or via RDP.

Working on the Dark Web
A number of our customers perform 
threat intelligence and brand 
protection research on the Dark 
Web. To effectively do their job, 
these researchers need to maintain 
reliable personas.

Because Dispel’s Virtual Desktops 
are built fresh every day and further 
hidden within an Enclave, analysts 
are able to work without risk of 
tradecraft issues.
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You can use our workstations for any use-case you can think of.

Whether you need to create a network of VDIs to train customers to use your 
applications, or you want to build a suite of high-powered VDIs for video 
editing, we can make it happen.

Blank Canvas
We will build the VDI image 
you need and make it available 
on-demand.

Allowed Functionality Only
Desktops can be configured to 
permit only specific, allow-list/
administrator-defined actions.

Safe Training Grounds
Transform VDIs into safe training 
grounds for your employees where 
a mistake will never be disastrous.

Custom Environments
Virtual Desktop Use Case

Secure Training with VDIs
NantHealth uses custom virtual 
workstations powered by Enclave. 
These desktops are used by trainers 
at NantHealth to teach customers 
how to efficiently install, configure, 
and manage a number of their 
proprietary tools.

With faster training prep time, and 
greater educational flexibility, the 
company has been able to open up 
a new revenue stream using Dispel.

“While the inherent security of their 
technologies interested my team, it was 
Dispel‘s ability to deliver the systems I 
needed ahead of schedule and tailored 
to NantHealth‘s particular requirements 
that won me over.”

Deb Cafarella, Senior Director of IT 
at NantHealth

White Glove Service
Call us, and we’ll be there. We 
regularly send staff to provide 
on-site support. 


